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1. Introduction. Let R be a finite Riemann surface of genus g and with
k boundary components, and G be the group of all conformal mappings of R
onto itself. For given non-negative integers g and k, we put

N(g, £)=max(ord. G)

where ord. G means the order of G, and the maximum is taken with respect to
all R having the genus g and k boundary components.

For compact surfaces, that is, £—0, Hurwitz [5] proved that N(g, 0)=
84(g— 1). After it many results have been obtained. For special g, the accurate
values of N(g, 0) have been known. However, the problem is still open, for
infinitely many values of g.

On the other hand, for k^l, Heins [4], Oikawa [9] and the author [11]
determined N(Q, k\ N(l, k} and N(2, k) respectively. And, Kato [6] determined
N(g,k) for 6=1,2,3.

In this paper, we shall determine N(3, k) as follows.

THEOREM. The value of 7V(3, k) is
168 for 84n+0, 24, 56, 80
96 for 48n+0, 12, 32, 44 except above cases
48 for 4n except above cases
24 for 24n+2, 6, 14, 18
16 for 24n+10
14 for 14n+l, 3, 7, 9 and 168n+22, 70, 94, 142
12 for 168^+46, 118, 166

and 84n+5, 13, 19, 25, 27, 39, 41, 53, 55, 61, 67, 75
9 for 252n+ll, 47, 81, 83, 95, 117, 131, 153, 165, 167, 201, 237
8 for 504n+33, 179, 249, 251, 321, 467
6 for 504w+69, 215, 285, 431, 501, 503

2. Method of research. Let N'(g, k) be the order of the largest group of
automorphisms of a &-times punctured compact Riemann surface of genus g.
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Oikawa [10] proved

LEMMA 1.
N(g, k)=N'(g, k) .

Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the theorems for N'(g, k).

Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g, and G be the group of
automorphisms. For any subgroup H of G, we can regard R/H as a Riemann
surface having a conformal structure which is induced from the conformal struc-
ture of #[5]. R can be regarded as a covering surface of R/H=R0. Let π
denote the natural projection of R onto R0. We project all the branch points
of R with respect to π into R0 and denote them by $t, ••• ,$r. Noting that the
ramification indices of all the points over A z=l, 2, ••• , r, are the same respec-
tively, we denote the corresponding indices by i^—l, ••• , vr— 1. Let the genus
of RO be go, and the order of H be n, then the following Riemann-Hurwitz re-
lation [5] holds.

LEMMA 2.

If a Riemann surface of genus g and with k punctured points has an auto-
morphisms group H, then the compactified surface has also same automorphisms
group H. Therefore, our task is to determine all the automorphisms groups
and their subgroups. A necessary information on the group is given by values
of gt gQ, viy i=l, ••• , r. From them, we can count n by Lemma 2. Without break-
ing the structure of this group, we puncture the points, by taking all equivalent
points in regard to this group to be punctured or not. Unramified points must
be punctured by n, and the branch points of (vt— 1) order must be punctured
by n/\>i. Thus, we can conclude

LEMMA 3. // R has an automorphism group H of order n,

for &=/tt+Σ<5r^-

where I is a non-negative integer, dt=Q or 1, and Vi—lί is the branch order of R
at $i on R/H—RQ. We denote this group (vlt vz, ••• , vr) group.

3. Exceptional Cases. For given g,gQ,ι>i, i=l,2,.- ,r, we must study the
existence of R having automorphism group H which produces above values.
But, our problem is to determine the maximal order of the groups. So, it is
useful to remove the exceptional cases having small orders.

r

As shown later, for a certain surface of genus 3, &=6/+Σ6<5i/Vi runs over
1=1

all the positive integers. By Lemma 3, 7V(3, &)^6. Therefore we have no
interest the group of order ̂ 6.
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By Lemma 2, for g0^2, 2g-2=n(2g,-2)+n^(l-l/v^2n or n^g-1 (=2).
These cases need not be considered. For gQ=l, 2g— 2=nΣ(l--lM) But as
Accola [1] shows, there must be at least two branch points. Because v*^2,
2£-2=nΣ(l-lM)^n{(l-l/2)+(l-l/2)}, or n^2g-2 (=4). We have also no
interest for these cases.

Thus, for the surface R having the group G of order > 4, we know the genus
of R0=R/G is 0.

Let R be the Riemann surface having the group G of order n>6, and H be
a cyclic subgroup of G having maximal order m. If m>4, the above reason
shows that the genus of R/H is 0. In this case, we can represent the surface
as yn=f(x).

By Lemma 2, for £o=0, 4/n=r— 2— 1M ----- IΛv. From this, r^3. (If m>4,
this result can be used to ym=f(x).")

If r^5, 4/n^r-2-(l/2H ----- hl/2)=r/2-2^1/2, or n^S. Equality occurs
only for (2, 2, 2, 2, 2) group.

If r=4, 4/n=2— 1M— 1M-1M— l/v4. For v<=2, 3, 4 n>6, only possible
combinations are (2, 2, 2, 3), (2, 2, 3, 3), (2, 2, 2, 4) and (2, 2, 4, 4).

If r=3, 4/n=l— 1/Vi— l/ι>2— l/v8. Possible combinations are (3, 3, 4), (3, 4, 4)
and (4, 4, 4). Thus we have,

LEMMA 4. // fΛ0 surface of genus 3 /ιαve the group of order n>6,
(i) either it can be represented as ym=f(χ) (m>4),
(ii) or its group is one of the next eight types:

(2,2,2,2,2), (2,2,2,3), (2,2,3,3), (2,2,2,4), (2,2,4,4),

(3,3,4), (3,4,4), (4,4,4).

4. Genus of ym—f(x). Our main task is to study the surface ym=f(x).
This surface is an m-sheeted covering of Riemann sphere.. Of course each
power of the factors of f(x) may be less than m. Zeros of f(x) are branch
points, and the number of branch points is more than 2 by the consideration of
previous section.

By factorzation of f(x), the surface can be represented as follows

ym=(χ—aί)
βl •" (x—ar}

βr

If Σ^i^O (mod m), x=oo is not a branch point. In this case, by a simple trans-
formation we can remove the one factor, and can make x=oo a branch point.
After now, we always assume ΣA^O (modm), and consider x=oo as a branch
point.

Let G.C.M. (m, &)=/», G.C.M. (m, Σj8<)='«> The ramification index at *=α»
is m/li—1. We put m//<=v i. Then, considering that branch points are alt •••, ar,
90

_ l _ _ ι _ _ L k__^
m --- ^ vr ^ ~ m m m
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2£-2=m(r-l)-Σ/t, where Σ/i=/ι+/2+ - +/r+k

by Lemma 2.
Thus

LEMMA 5. By the notations above, the genus of the Riemann surface

In our cases, ,§"=3, and remembering m>4, and 1^/i

4—w( r ι \ v/.>7t7(V Ή m (r \ Ή—m^r—o) ^ o/ qx
1—A/i.\^A JLy Z-ίli=iI'l'\' J-7 o \' I J-/— O s^ Lι\ι O)

Δ Δ

From this, 5>r. Thus we have

LEMMA 6. /n ίΛβ cαs£ (i) 0/ Lemma 4, /(*) wwsί £β 0n£ 0/ the next three
types:

(a) (x-atfι(x-atf*,
(b) (x-atf^x-atWx-atf', Σj8t^0 (modm)

(c) (Λ -αO^^^-^K^-αβ^C^-αO^.

Our surface j>m=/O) may be assumed to be irreducible.

5. Further restriction. Further investigations in what follow together with
Lemmas 5, 6 make us possible to determine the surfaces. First of all, the value
of m is not arbitrary. Concerning it, we use the next two lemmas.

LEMMA 7 (Wiman [12]). 4^+2 is the order of the largest cyclic group of
automorphisms which a compact Riemann surface of genus g can admit.

LEMMA 8 (Accola [1]). Let G be a group of automorphisms. Then the
prime factors of order of G occur among the prime factors of (2g+ΐ) ((#+!)!).

From Lemma 7, m^!4. We have assumed 4<m already, so by Lemma 8,
necessary numbers to be considered are, m—6, 7, 8, 9,12,14.

We shall show that the case (c) of Lemma 6 does not occur. If m>8, the
same reason explained before shows 4>r. Therefore, we must examine the
cases m=8, 7, 6.

For r=4, from Lemma 5, 3m—4=/1+/2+/8+/4+/oo.
For m—8, 20=/ι+/2+/8+^+^oo, where l% is a divisor of 8.

Only possibility is, /1=/2=/8=/4=/oo=4, but this contradicts
irreducibility of our surface.

For m^7, !?=/!+/2+/8+/4+Όo.
Divisor of 7 less than itself is only 1. So, this case does not
occur.

For m=6, 14-/1+/2+/3+/4+/oo.
This equation seems to have a solution 2, 3, 3, 3, 3. But in
this case, Vf=2, 2, 2, 2, 3. So we can put it into exceptional
cases.
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For r=3, 2m-4=/1+/2+/3+L.
For m—14,12, 9, 8, 7, we can show as above that these cases do not

occur. Therefore, only the case m—6 occurs.
For r=2, m-4=/1+/2+/00.

For m=14, 12, 9, 8, 7, all cases can occur. But, for m=6, this equation
has no solution obviously.

Thus we have an improved form of Lemma 6.

LEMMA 9. In the case (i) of Lemma 4, only the next cases occur.
(a) ym=(x—aλ)^(x-az}^ί where m=14, 12, 9, 8, 7.
(b) ?=(x-atfι(x-atf*(x-atf*.

6. Graphic Representation. We have considered Riemann surfaces in
regard to a cyclic subgroup H. But our main purpose is to determine whole
group G containing H. For the purpose, we use the graphic representation of
the group.

R can be regarded as an m sheeted covering surface of a Riemann sphere.
By Lemma 9, the number of branch points is 3 or 4. Without loss of generality,
three of them may be 0, 1, oo. If the fourth branch point occurs, let it be located
on the real nxis, because we want the maximum order, and the symmetry con-
dition serve to increase the order of the group.

We have assumed that the largest order of the cyclic subgroup be m. As
we shall see soon, in every case the branch point of order m—l exists. Let one
of them be p0, and without loss of generality, p0 may lie over Λ:=OO.

As we are treating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, their universal covering
surface R can be considered as the unit disc. In R, with the center p0, we
consider normal polygon Π, that is Π—{w ^(0, w)^p (equivalent point of 0, w)},
where p is the non-euclidean metric of the unit disc. As pQ is a branch point

2m
of order m—l, Π is unchanged by the rotation w—>e m w. A l/m part of Π
corresponds to one x plane. From the symmetry for real axis, the part of real
axis which connects x=oo and the neighboring branch point corresponds to the
straight line which connects w=0 with one vertex of Π.

The part of real axis other than the above, corresponds to the sides of 77,
and by the symmetry principle, Π is symmetric with respect to all non-euclidean
lines which correspond to a part of real axis having no branch points. The
fundamental regions of H is divided in two (let them be shaded and unshaded)
half fundamental regions, according to the upper or lower half r-plane.

This is the graphic representation of a cyclic group of order m. Generally,
every group has the graphic representation. In detail, see Burnside [3].

If the cyclic group H is a proper subgroup of a large group G, we can divide
the half fundamental region F of H into half fundamental regions 5 of G. Con-
versely, if F is divided to 5, and S can be the half fundamental regions of some
group G containing H, we can extend H to G on the same Riemann surface.
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Simple geometrical division is dangerous, because we can not distinguish them
to be the half fundamental region of a conformal group or not. In this respect,
we must research more carefully.

7. Local property. We want to know the relations between the graph and
the equation which produces the group. For finer research, we must study local
properties to begin with.

Let f(x)=(x—a^1 ••• (x—αr)& , Σj8r=£θ (mod m), and / l f vt be the same as
before. Let m=/<vί, βi=liμl, where v* and μ% are mutually prime. Therefore
μibi=viat+l has non-negative integral solutions. We take the least pair (αt, &<)•
At the points x—aτ, we can take t=(x—aJ1/Vi as the local parameter. Then,
locally

ym=c(x—at)
βi=c(x—

From this, y=c1t^f

Other solutions have the form (ai+kμlί bi+kvi). Corresponding them, local
parameters are

ybi+kμi

t= —a*+kr* ^k=Q' lf 2' "" ' /i~~1) '

Different values correspond to different branch points.
As for the points at infinity, let m=lcov00, Σβi=LμL We consider the

equation μ^b^+l^u^a^ which has non-negative integral solutions. Taking the
least solution (α*,, £«>), and considering the local parameter /— (l/Λr)1/y°°, as before
we can get

0+Arj«00 ° 1)

27ΓΛ

By cyclic automorphism y— >εy (ε—e m ), t changes εbi+k^t or εύ°°+kfj«>t re-
spectively. But, this does not mean the rotation around the poin . Generally,
the points lying over the same a% are changed each other. When this a^to-
morphisms repeated /rtimes, the rotation around the branch points occur. For
the symmetry, we use μoo=—μL (modiΛx>) instead of μ*. Then we have,

LEMMA 10. By cyclic rotation y^εlly, the local parameter of the branch
2πi

points lying over x=aτ changes t-*εliύit, where ε=e m , and b^=l (modi^),
i=l,2, — ,r,oo.

8. Side-Correspondence. Let R be one of a Riemann surface of Lemma 9,
and Π be its normal polygon. The sides of Π are pairly equivalent. And if
we know the side-correspondence, by attaching them, we can get the original
Surface. Thus, Π and its side-correspondence determines R completely.
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Let R be given by ym=xβl(x—l)β*, and x=oo be a branch point of (m— l)-th
order. Let β00=-(β1+β2) (modm) satisfy Q<β00<m.

%πi

Let H be the cyclic group corresponding to y-*e m y, and F be one of the
unshaded half fundamental region. F is a (non-euclidean) triangle, and *=oo
corresponds to 0 (w;=0). Let the vertices corresponding to #=0 and x=l be
A! and B! respectively. Here, we use Lemma 10. Notations are all same. Figures
are all non-euclidean, but we use euclidean language.

By the rotation around 0, the side AlBl changes to A2B2) ••• , AmBm. From
the assumption, /«>=1. Therefore, by the cyclic automorphisms y-+εβ2y, the local

parameter of the origin changes t->εβ2bc°t by Lemma 10. So, AlBl changes to

Aβ2booBβ2boo. On the other hand, this automorphism gives arise to a rotation
around Bλ. Again by Lemma 10, the local parameter of Bλ changes t-^εβzbn=εl2t.
This means that F changes to Ff neighboring the shaded triangle which has

the side AλBlt and their common vertex is Bl9

F' and &OAβ2booBβ2bθQ are equivalent in regard to R, so the shaded triangles
neighboring them along the side which correspond to x=co and x=l are also
equivalent.

Side-correspondence determines R, so the number βj)^ determines R. If we
exchange the rolle of *— 0 and x=l, we get the number βj}^. But

βiboo+βzb-^βi+βJbΞΞ-βΛ^l (mod m) .

If we consider ym=xβl(x—c')β*(x—l)Pz, 0<c<l, the condition does not change.
Conversely, if two surfaces are conformally equivalent, clearly their side-cor-
respondences in respect to Π are equal. Thus we have

LEMMA 11. For two surfaces,

let them have common 100=1, k, /2, k Then they are conformally equivalent if and
only if

j8AoΞ#&, or ΈΞl-βίbL (modm).

9. Possible formulas. We want to restrict the cases in Lemma 9 further.
For the case y14=(x—al)

βl(x—a2)
β2, by Lemma 5 the genus condition is

/l + /2+/e.= 10.

l% must be a divisor of 14, so the only possible combination is 1, 2, 7. From this,
we can get the possible combinations of &, βz, β™. Their sum must be a multiple
of 14, therefore, possible combinations are, 5, 2, 7 3, 4, 7 1, 6, 7. Other combi-
nations for example 9, 12, 7 exist, but they can be changed to one of these three
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by a simple birational transformation. So we need not consider them.
Above three types are conformally equivalent by Lemma 11. For the con-

venience the next table is useful.

(1)

(2)

(3)

A
7

7

7

A
2

4

6

A.
5

3

1

μi
1

1

1

j"2

1

2

3

/^

5

3

1

bι
1

1

1

b2

1

4

5

600

3

5

1

A*-
21

35

7

A*
6

20

6

Same procedures are applied to the cases, m—12,9,8,7, 6. But we describe
only the results.

LEMMA 12. The surfaces appearing in Lemma 9 are conformally equivalent
to one of the next ten surfaces:

(i) yu=x\x-iγ ( v i ) y*=x(x-l)

(ii) y12=x\x-iγ (vii) /=*(*-!)

(iii) /2=*8(*-l) (vϋi) y7=x?(x-ΐ)

(iv) /=*»(;»:-1) ( ix) /=**(*-l)2(*-α)8

( v) /^(jt-l) ( x ) /=*'(*-!)(*--«).

10. Extended group. For a given surface y
m
=x

βl
(x—ΐ)

β
*, the branch order

27Γί

Vi—1 is determined, and the cyclic automorphism y-+e m y generates O Ί, v2, iΛx>)
group whose order is m. Representing as a normal polygon 77, 77 is a 2m-sided
polygon, and the half fundamental region F is a triangle whose angle is (2π/vlt

2π/u2, 2π/v00). If L=l, then iΛ*>=ra.
We have assumed that this cyclic group H has the maximal order m among

all cyclic subgroups of automorphism group G. So, the half fundamental region
S of G must have a vertex of angle 2π/m. Let the angles of 5 be 2π/u[, 2π/^,
2π/m. From Lemma 2, the order n of G is given by

_4_=1 1 1 L
n v( v'z m '

From the known result in the non-euclidean geometry, the area of &-sided
polygon whose vertex is 2π/ι>i (i=l, 2, •••, k) is given k—2— ΣHM So, for our
cases 4/τι represents the area of S. As the area of F is a multiple of that of
S, for given positive integers vίt vz, allowed pair (v(, vQ is restricted.

To know whether (v l f v2, m) group is a subgroup of M, î , m) group, we write
their graphical representation, and see whether several " 5 " fill up F. For small
v l 5v 2, it is an easy combination problem.

As we noted in § 6, geometrical extension is not sufficient a (y(, ι4 #0 group.
G may be a topological extension of H, but may not be a conformal extension
of H, because we know that a conformal automorphisms preserve the positions
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of Weierstrass points, and we have not concerned with it. Conversely if the
positions of Weierstrass points are preserved, we can connect Π side by side
in the former correspondence, and the constructed surface may be regarded as
the same Riemann surface as R, because allowed algebraic function field on it
is not changed for their Weierstrass points. In this respect, see Bliss [2].

Our problem has been reduced to divide F into several S not disturbing the
position of Weierstrass points. We denote the set of Weierstrass points simply
by W.

11. Divisors. To study the distribution of W, we must investigate the
differentials of the first kind.

Let R be given by ym=(x-a1)
βl ••• (x—ar)

βr, Σ&3=0 (mod m).
For prime m, Kuribayashi [7] has studied the differentials of the first kind

of this type. We want to extend his result to general m.
Let A\, ••• , A\ be points lying over x—aτ (z=l, 2, ••• , r, oo). We take one of

them, say A\. At A\, the local parameter is t=(x— al)
1/Vi. We denote the divisor

of α by (α), α may be a function or may be a differential.
oc—ai—tvi has zeros of order vt at A\, ~ ,A1?, and has pole of order »<*> at

Al, ••• , Alz>. So the divisor is

dx=VitVi-1 has zeros of order v*— 1 at A\t ,A^, and at x=oo, the local
parameter is t=(l/x)1/Vc°, x=.t~v°°. So, dx=—v00t~

v°°-1 has poles of order v«> at
AL, -' , Al£>. So the divisor is

The function y=m^/(x-a1)h ••• (x-ar)^ is locally (x-a^/m=tv^'m, and
at *=oo, we can get t~VcoΣβί/m. So the divisor is

For simplicity, we write Σ—Γ~=Aτ, 'Σ—r^- —A^. Using the relations, ι^=
k H k loo

m/lτ, Voo=m/L, we have

LEMMA 13. For

ym=(x-atfi-(x-atfr, Σβt*Q (mod m),

divisors are given by
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12. Differentials of the first kind. We consider the divisor by Lemma 13

At At, (m—l)j9<—(m—/t)=(j8i--l)(m— !)+/<— 1^0. If we consider an arbitrary
differential of the first kind ω on R, (ω/dx)ym~l is a function on R. As ω is
the first kind, this function is finite in |*|<oo, so must be polynomial of x and
y. We put it R(xfy)=(ω/dx)ym"1

9 ω={R(x,y)dx}/y7TL-1. R(x,y) is a polynomial of
degree^m— 2 in y. Otherwise, at AMJ the poles of dx remains, and contradicts
ω to be of the first kind. Thus we have gotten the form ω. The uniqueness of
the representation is obvious.

LEMMA 14. The differentials of the first kind of the surface ym=f(x) is
uniquely given by R(x, y)dx/ym~l, where R(x, y) is a polynomial of x and y, and
the degree of y is less than m—1.

In order to get a simpler form of R(x, y\ we must take a suitable basis of
2πί

differentials. Corresponding to the cyclic automorphisms y^e m y, the differen-
tials of the first kind changes by a linear transformation. As Hurwitz [5] shows,
the corresponding matrix can be diagonal, whose diagonal elements are d, ζ2, ζ3,
where ζt is an ra-th root of unity.

We take the base differentials corresponding them. We consider the dif-
ferential ωλ corresponding to ζi=εei(ε=e2πi/m\ By Lemma 14, we can put

P(x>

By the transformation y^εy, ω1-*eβlωI. So,

P(x, εy}εcyc+Q(x) β1 P(x,
-e yk

P(x, εy)ec

Putting ;y=0, Q(x) (l-εe^+k)=Q. So either Q(x)=Q or e^+k=Q (modm).
If βi+feΞO (mod m) occurs, P(x,εy)=ε-cP(x,y). Putting y=Q, P(x,ty=

ε~cP(x, 0). As P(x, 0)^0, this implies e"c=l, contradicting 0<c<m.
Thus Q(x)=Q, that is ωί=(P(x9 y)dx)/yk~c. If P(x, y) contains y, the same

method can be used. By repeating this process, we know that R(x, y) does not
contain y. Thus we have

LEMMA 15. The basis of the differentials of the first kind of the surface
ym=f(x) is given by P(x)dx/yl, where P(x) is a polynomial.

Let R be given by ym=(x-a1)^ ••• (x—ar)
βr, one of the base differential is,
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by Lemma 15, ω={P(x)dx}/yt. Let the degree of P(x) be s. We consider the
divisor of ω at A™. By Lemma 13, the coefficient of A^ is

fΣβi—m—l^—ms^Q ('.' ω is the first kind).

If m-li-tβi^Q for all i, (z=l,2, - ,r), dx/y\ (x-ajdx/y1, - ^x-atfdx/y*
are all first kind, and CD is generated by these differentials.

If for some z, m—li—tβi<0f P(x) must contain the factor (x— αt)*1, because
ω is the first kind. And m—li—tβi+mk^Q holds. Considering each z respec-

tively, we can get /(*)=(*— tfi)*1 ••• (*— <*r)*r£(*), where order #(*)=s— Σ&t. In
this case

^

are of the first kind and generate ω. Thus we have.

LEMMA 16. The basis of the, differentials of the first kind of the surface

ym=(χ-a^'"(x-aryr is given by ^~α^)*1 " (χ-ar)"r

 dt ^

As an important result, we can get a method of calculating differentials.
The principle lies in the proof of Lemma 15. We summalize it as follows.

LEMMA 17. The differential (x—a^1 -•• (x—ar)
krdx/yt is the first kind if and

only if

We call the basis corresponding to y^εy the normalized basis.

13. Simple example. For an application of Lemma 17, we consider the
simple case;

Here, &=/<=!, Σβt=r, L=G.CM.(m, r).
The second conditions of Lemma 17, that is, m—^—tβ^Q are always satis-

fied, without using kt. So we may consider only t^Σβi—m—l^—m^Σki^O. As
Σ&t is the degree of P(x) used in Lemma 15, we put it s.

tr—m—L—ms^Q has solutions for each f=l, 2, ••• , m— 1. We count the
number of the solutions. For fixed ί, allowed values of s are

5=0, 1, 2, ••• , £— — — — ̂ J^, ([ ] means Gaussian symbol).

The number of :olution is [ ^~/0° ].

Summing them . r t=l, 2, ••• , m— 1, we have
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rr-L-[ . r2r-L-ΐ . _ . r (m-l)r-L Ί
L m J^L m J L m J *

But the dimension of the space which is constructed by differentials of the first
kind is clearly g. Therefore, above sum must be g, and we have got the basis

. ά X** . dx X
—
ym-1

where *=

The genus of this surface can be calculated directly by Lemma 5, that is,

„_ m(r-l)-Σ/*+2 _ (r-l)(m-l)+l-/oo
g~ 2 ~ 2

Comparing above results, we have a formula in elementary number theory.

LEMMA 18. For given positive integer m, r, let G.C.M. (m, r)=d. Then

Γ r-d η , r 2r-d η , , r (m-ΐ)r-d ~\_ (r-ΐ)(m-ϊ)+l-d
L m J+L m J+ "' ^L m J" 2

Of course this can be proved elementarily. But it is worth remarking that
there is a function-theoretic proof.

14. points at vertex. Let R be a Riemann surface given by ym=f(x), and
the base differentials of the first kind be P^dx/y*1, ••• , Pg(x)dx/ytg. By the
cyclic automorphism y^εy, these differentials are multiplied by εm"Jι, ••• , εm~tg.
Concerning it, Lewittes has proved as follows.

LEMMA 19. Let γlf ••• , γg be the gap sequence at P, and P be the fixed point
of a cyclic automorphisms of order m. If this automorphism caused the rotation
for the local parameter t-*ζt, then the diagonal elements with respect to the
normalized bases are ζrι, ζr2, ••• , ζrs.

We know already the value ζ by Lemma 10. If y^>εl*y, t^ζln=εlίύίt. By
Lemma 19, the diagonal elements are εlibίrί, εlibir*, ••• , el*&it*. On the other hand,
as shown above, the diagonal elements are eZiCm~ ia), ••• , εl^m~ts\ The order of
permutation is not same, so for suitable pair,

libif=li(m—f) (mod m) , btγ+t^0 (mod vt) .

If Vi=m, that is /<=!, at A the gap sequence γlt ••• ,γg is completely deter-
mined, and we can determine whether At e W or not.

LEMMA 20. // the normalized differentials of ym= f(x) are {pι(x)dx}/ytl, ••• ,
{pg(x)dx}/yt*, the Weierstrass gap sequences of Aτ are given by btf+tk=Q (mod
»i\ k=l,2, ,g.
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If Viφm, γ sequences are not always determined uniquely, but give us some
information. For the equations in Lemma 12, each equation has bt=l for at
least one i (=1, 2, oo). This shows γ+tk=0 (mod v*). As every gap sequence
contains 1 always, and contains 2 if and only if R is not hyperelliptic, we have

LEMMA 21. As for the equations in Lemma 12, the inequalities of Lemma
17 have always solutions for t=m—l. And the surface is hyperelliptic if and
only if the inequallities has no solution for t=m—2.

15. Distribution of W. If ViΦm, the gap sequence is not determined uni-
quely. At an arbitrary point P on R, we consider the gap sequence γlf ••• ,γg.
We call m=^Σγk—g(g+l)/2 the rest number at P. Of course, m>0 if and only if
Pe W. As Hurwitz [5] shows, the snm of the rest number over R is (g—l)g(g+ϊ)~
When we cannot see wheather some vertex belongs to W, or when the total
sum of the rest numbers at vertices is not equal to (g—ϊ)g(g+l), we must
study W points in detail.

Let the normalized basis be P^dx/y*1, ••• , Pg(x)dx/ytg. At an arbitrary
point on R, we take a local parameter t=x—c. Substituting it in ym=f(x) we
can get the normalized differentials in term of t. At an ordinary points, the
normalized property is of no use. In order to get diagonal basis, we must con-
sider linear substitutions of them, and bring them to a diagonal form.

As we are concerned with the case g=3, we proceed in this case. Let the
differentials of the first kind be given in terms of f , as follows :

This point belongs to W if and only if

n"UQ n"U2

-o,

that is, at least one of the eigen-values of Δ must be zero. If we need to know
the rest number, we must consider further terms of higher order, and practise
the elimination processes.

In the case of branch points, the calculation is easier, but in the case of an
ordinary point, the coefficients aτ is a complex form containing c. So, it is a
laborious work. But, at any rate, we have a way to proceed.

16. Calculations. We have already preliminary knowledges. We shall
investigate the distribution of W about ten equations defined in Lemma 12.
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(i) yu=χi(x_ιγf m=14f A==7> £2=2,

The inequallityes in Lemma 17 are

=9, /1=7, /,=2, /«=

14- 2-2H- 14fe2^0.

These have solutions ί=5, feι=2, #2=0; ί=ll, &ι— 5, k2=l; £=13, ^=6,
*β=l. This means that the normalized differentials are x2dx/y5, x\x—V)dx/y11,
x<(x-l)dx/yu.

We can see that this surface is hyperelliptic by Lemma 21. But the next
table is useful for our understanding.

1 1

3 1

1 5

Outside the bracket, every data has been known. In the bracket, by Lemma
20, possible value of γ is added. From this, x= oo is a W point of the rest
number 3, nnd x=l does not belong to W. For x— 0, in case of (mod 2) some
ambiguity arises, but original sequence is clearly 1, 3, 5. So, seven points lying
over x=Q must be W points of the rest number 3.

We have gained 8 points which have rest number 3 respectively. Considering
1—1)=24=8-3, there is no W point other than these.

I β (modv) μ

0

1

oo

7

2

1

7

2

5

2

7

14

1

1

5

b m—t1

1

1

3

"" 1

2

3

(ii) ylz=x*(x— I)5. By Lemma 17, we get as normalized differentials

/ 1

This is also hyperelliptic. The table is

/ β v μ b

0 6 6 2 1

1 1 5 12 5

oo 1 1 12 1 _

As before, we can see all the vertices are W points with rest number 3. Over
*=0, six points lie, so all W points are known.

(5)

1

5

1

" 1

1

5

(3)

1

3

3

(1)

1 "

5

1

(iii) ylz=x\x—1). By Lemma 17, we have normalized differentials

Ύ~ X

x2 , x2

-yΰdx, JΪΓG
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This is not hyperelliptic. The table is

/
0

1

CO

β
3

1

4

V

3

1

8

μ
4

12

3

b
I

1

2

1

1

2

(5)
1

5

1

(2)
2

2

1

(1)
1

1

2

This shows that gap sequence of x=Q and x— oo are 1,2,5 and 1,2,4 re-
spectively. So, four points over x—0 or x=l has the rest number 2, and four
point over x—oo has the rest number 1. As their sum is 12, there must be one
x=c, over which each of twelve W points has the rest number 1.

We take local parameter as t=x— c. Multiplying a common factor to the
normalized differentials, we may consider y4, xy, x. Substituting x=t+c in yl2=
x3(x— 1), and removing a multiplying constant, we get

Λ.4— 1y ~ £— 3 2c— 3
3c(c-l)

12c(c-l)

The determinant stated in § 15 must be zero, so we get c=9/8. This shows
that on each side of the twelve sides corresponding to loo, there exists a W
point, which has the rest number 1.

For (iv)~(x), the similar considerations are neede. We summalize them,
omit the calculations, and only list the results.

17. The table of ^-distribution.

( i ) y^=χ\χ-iγ H.E. x2dx/y5, x*(x-V)dx/yl\

'(ii ) y12=x<(x-iγ H.E. x'(x-l)*dx/y7, x\x-i

( i i i ) y12=x\x-ΐ)

Rest Number

0(7) oo(l)
3 3

xδ(x-l)4dx/yu

0(6) 1(1) oo(l)
3 3 3

xdx/y\ xzdx/y10, x*dx/ylί 0(3) 1(1) oo(4) 9/8(12)
2 2 1 1

( i v ) y>=χ*(χ-ϊ) xdx/y5, x*dx/y\ x*dx/y» 0(3) 1(1) oo(l) (-3±V3)/2(9)
1 1 2 1

'( v ) y*=χ\χ-ϊ) dx/y*, xdx/y6, xdx/y7
0(2) 1(1) oo(l) 2(8)

2 2 2 2
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( v i ) /=*(*- 1) H.E. dx/y5, dx/y6, dx/y7 1/2(8)
3

(vii) /=*(*-!) H.E. dx/y4, dx/y5, dx/y6 oo(l) 1/2(7)
3 3

(viii) /=*'(*-!) dx/y*, xdx/y5, xdx/y9 0(1) 1(1) oo(l) Cl(7) c,(7) c,(7)
1 1 1 1 1 1

( i x ) /=^8(^2-!)2 dx/y, xdx/y*, x*(x2-ϊ)dx/y6

0(3) ±l(2)oo(l) ±3(6)
2 1 2 1

y*=χ*(χ-iγ(χ-a) H.E. d*/3>, *(*-!)</*//, x2(x-iγdx/y*

0(3) 1(3) α(l) oo(l)
3 3 3 3

The meaning of this table may be seen by the examples already mentioned.
For (viii), cl9 c2, cs are three zeros of c3+5c2— 8c+l. so they belongs (—00, 0),
(0, 1), (1, oo ) respectively. For (ix), in order to increase symmetricity, we put
α=-l.

18. Extension of the group. The last work to do is, as shown in § 10, to
extend the cyclic group without disturbing the distribution of W.

(i) y14=x\x— I)2. Original cyclic group H is (14, 7, 2) group. If this is a
subgroup of some G, G must be (14, v[, ι4) group. As 1—1/14—1/7—1/2=2/7,
the value (7/2)(l—1/14—1/yJ—1M) must be an integer >1.

The only group which satisfy this condition is (14,3, 2) group. Above
number is three, so if this group exists, a half fundamental region F of H con-
tains three half fundamental region 5 of G.

This division is possible. Let F be AOAB, where O, A and B correspond
to x=oo, 0 and 1 respectively. Let the intersection of OA with the bisecting

line of ΔABO be C, and the intersection of OB with the perpendicular line
through C be D. BC and CD divide F into congruent three triangles whose
angles are 2ττ/14, 2ττ/3, 2π/2 respectively.

But this extension cannot be allowed, because W points is not equivalent
for this division. If 0 and B were W points instead of O and A, this divison
would be allowed.

Thus H cannot be extended. So, we know that the automorphism group of
R is H itself.

We can also know that there is no (14, 3, 2) group for g=3 from the work
of Accola(l).

(ϋ) y12=χ*(χ—iγ. The cyclic group H is (12, 12, 2) group. Three vertices
are all W points. This group has an extension. Using same notions, let the
midpoint of OB be C. AC divide F into two congruent triangles, which has W
points at congruent point. Further division is not possible. This extended group
G is (12, 4, 2) group, and the order of G is 24.
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We can study the cases (iii)~(x) in the same way. If we treat non-hyper-
elliptic cases, we must distinguish, the rest numbers. Again we omit the inter-
mediate explanations, and show the list of the results.

19. The list of extended group.

( i ) y"=χ\χ-\γ

H.E.

( i i ) y12~xβ(x—I)5

H.E.

( i i i ) yl*^x\x-l)

( iv) y»=x\x-Y)

( v ) y*=χz(χ-l)

(v ί ) y=*(*—i)
H.E.

(vii) yΊ=x(x—ΐ)
H.E.

(viii) y7=x\x-l)

\ ix y y —x \x ~~~±)

( V ^ V® Y^( Tf 1 ̂ Γ V—Λ. y ./ Λ \Λ ι.j \^Λ

H.E.

The meaning of this list may be understood the examples already explained.
For (x), c must be suitably chosen in order to extend maximally.

20. Subgroups of the extended group. We want to know not only tiae
extended group, but also their subgroups. To make subgroups from their ex-
tended group is easier. In the case of extension, we must care the position of
W, and not to break the maximal branch order m—1. But to make subgroups,
we collect the half-fundamental regions S of G, and only need to examine if the
order of the new group can be got by this polygon.

As stated in § 2, for given subgroups, the possibility of k (the number of
boundary components) is determined.

(i) (14, 7, 2) group. For simplicity, we denote the vertices A14, A7, A2. Here
the suffices corresfXHid to their branch Orders, Reflecting S against the side

original group

(14, 7, 2)
3 3

(12, 12, 12)
3 3 3

(12, 4, 3) 9/8
2 2 1 1

( 9, 9, 3) (-3± V3~)/2
2 1 1 1

( 8, 8, 4) 2
2 2 2 2

( 8, 8, 4) 1/2
3

( 7, 7, 7) 1/2
3 3

( 7, 7, 7) c, c2 c3

1 1 1 1 1 1

( 6, 3, 3, 2) ±3
2 1 1 2 1

( 6, 6, 2, 2)
3 3 3 3

extended group

(14, 7, 2)
3 3

(12, 4, 2)
3 3

(12, 3, 2)
2 1

( 9, 9, 3) (-3+ V3)/2
2 1 1 1

( 8, 3, 2)
2

( 8, 4, 2)
3

( 7, 7, 7) 1/2
3 3

( 7, 3, 2)
1

( 6, 3, 3)
2 1 1

( 6, 4, 2)
3

order

14

24

48

9

96

32

7

168

24

48
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Λu, A* we get a new triangle.
Each vertices have 2π/7 angle, so this is the half fundamental region of

(7, 7, 7) group. From the nature of the figure, there is no other subgroup.
For (7, 7, 7) group, allowed values of * are Πn+δ1+2δ2+7δ3f by Lemma 3.

That is, 14n+{0,1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9,10}. They are equivalent to 7n+{0,1, 2, 3}. We
know that for this value of *, N(3, £)^14.

For (7,7,7) group, allowed values of * are 7n+δl+δ2+δ3=7n+{0,1, 2, 3}.
From this, we get N(3, k)^>7. But comparing the above bounds, this result is
meaningless, because the set of allowed k is the same.

(ii) (12, 4, 2) group. We use the same notations as before. Reflecting 5
with respect to side A2A±, A12A2 and A12A±, we get the half fundamental regions
of (12,12, 2), (6, 4, 4) and (6, 2, 2, 2) group respectively. Each order of these
groups is 12. If we collect three S around A12, we get the half fundamental
regions of (4, 4, 2, 2) group of order 8.

The area of the half fundamental region and the order of the group is
reversely proportional. So, by further reflecting the half fundamental regions
of order 12, we get groups of order 6. The type is different according to the
way of reflections. Their types are, (6, 6, 2, 2), and (3, 2, 2, 2, 2).

If we reflect the half fundamental region of order 8, new groups may be got.
But we need not them, because the orders of them are only 4.

For (12, 4, 2) group, allowed values of k are 24tt'+2<51+6<52+12<53:=6n+{0, 2}.
Values of k for the group of order 12 are as follows

(12,12,2) group 12n/+δl+32+638=6n+{0,1, 2}

(6, 4, 4) group 12n+2δ1+3δ2+3δB=12n+ {0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8}

(6,2,2,2) group 12n'+2δ1+6δ2+6δΛ+6δt=6n+{Qi2}.

The third set is contained in the first set, so this group is useless. Like-
wise, allowed values of k for (4, 4, 2, 2) group are Sn/+2δ1+2δ2+4cδ3+^δ4=2n.

We have got two types of the group of order 6. (6, 6, 2, 2) group is of
interest, because the values of k are 6n+δ1+δ2+2δ3+2δJί. These mean that k
can run over all integers. Thus we have N(3, &)^6 for all k. We need not
examine the group of order 6 no more.

For (iii)~(x), similar consideration is needed. Again we omit them, and
summalize the result.

21. The list of the groups and allowed values of K.

order group allowed k

( i ) 14 (14,7,2) © Un+δ1+2δ2+7δB 7n+ {0,1,2,3}

7 (7, 7, 7) 7n+δ1+δ2+δs 7n+ {0,1, 2, 3}

( ii ) 24 (12,4,2) © 24n+2ί1+6ί.+123, 6n+ {0,2}

12 (12,12,2) © 12Λ+«ι+ί,+6ί. 6rc+{0,1,2}
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

12

12

8

6

48

24

12

9

96

48

32

16

16

16

8

8

8

32

7

168

24

48

24

24

24

16

12

12

(6, 4, 4)

(6, 2, 2, 2)

(4, 4, 2, 2)

(6, 6, 2, 2)

(12, 3, 2)

(6, 3, 3)

(12, 4, 3)

(9, 9, 3)

(8, 3, 2)

(4, 3, 3)

(8, 4, 2)

(4, 4, 4)

(4, 2, 2, 2)

(8, 8, 2)

(8, 8, 4)

(4, 4, 2, 2)

(2, 2, 2, 2,

(8, 4, 2)

(7, 7, 7)

(7, 3, 2)

(6, 3, 3)

(6, 4, 2)

(6, 6, 2)

(4, 4, 3)

(3, 2, 2, 2)

(4, 2, 2, 2)

(3, 3, 2, 2)

(6, 6, 3)

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

2)

©

©

©

48tt+4<5I+16<52+24<53

24n+4<51+8<52+8<53

96κ+12«S1+32δ2+48(53

16n+4(51+8(52+8<53+8<?4

8n+3ι+3a+2d8

8n+2<51+2<52+4<53+4<54

appeared already

168n+24<51+56<52+84<53

appeared already

+4<52+12<58

12n+2<51+2<52+4<53

12rc+{0,2,3,5,6,8}

6n+{0,2}

24n+{0,4,16, 20}

4n

12rc+{0,1,3,4,5,7,8}

9n+{0,1,2,3,4,5}

48rc+{0,12, 32,44}

16rc+{0,12}

4n

4n

4n

8n+{0,2,4}

8n+{0, 1,2, 3,4}

2n

84n+{0, 24, 56,80}

12n+{0,8}

4n

24n+{0,6,8,12,14,20}

12n+{0, 8}

4n

2n (except 2)

2n+{0,2,4,6,8}

The subgroups which has the type appeared already are all omitted, and
the group of order 6 is shown for only one case for the reason stated in the
previous section. We had eight exceptional cases in Lemma 4, but these types
are all appeared in this list. So, we know the existence of the groups.

In this list, the groups with the symbol © are needed to determine the
values N(3, k\ Summing up these results, we can obtain the theorem.
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